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Don‛t waste another scrap of fabric!

Judy Hopkins‛

ScrapMaster-Plus

ScrapMaster-Plus

TM

A ruler for rotary cutting triangles
from scraps.
Developed by Judy Hopkins & Marsha McCloskey

Many blocks and quilts contain units made from
half-square triangles. Using the ScrapMaster-Plus
ruler, you can cut these pieces in a variety of useful
sizes from your odd-sized scraps.
To quick-cut half-square triangles, you typically
add 7/8” to the desired finished size of a short side
of a triangle, cut a square to that measurement,
and then cut the square on the diagonal.
With the ScrapMaster-Plus, you can cut individual
half-square triangles without first cutting a square.
For 1/2” finished triangles, use the 1-3/8” lines.
For 1” finished triangles, use the 1-7/8” lines.
For 1-1/2” finished triangles, use the 2-3/8” lines.
For 2” finished triangles, use the 2-7/8” lines.
For 2-1/2” finished triangles, use the 3-3/8” lines.
For 3” finished triangles, use the 3-7/8” lines.
For FREE Judy Hopkins quilt patterns
designed for the ScrapMaster ruler, go to:
http://www.marshamccloskey.com/juhosc.html
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❤ Instructions Included ❤
©Marsha McCloskey 2012
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INSTRUCTIONS:
To use the ScrapMaster-Plus, you will need
a rotary cutter and a cutting mat. Press your
scraps before you begin and then cut as
described below. Stack several scraps
for more efficient cutting. Place the largest
piece on the bottom and the smallest piece
on the top, aligning any square corners or
true biases.
For scraps with square corners:
Align the corner of the scrap with the
appropriate edge-triangle lines on the ruler,
then cut the straight edge to remove the
excess fabric.
All cut triangles include 1/4” seams.

NOTE
Judy Hopkins invented the original
ScrapMaster ruler in the early 1990s
to cope with a daunting accumulation of
scraps from her years of making quilts. At
that time, she found that highly efficient
rotary cutting methods and rulers were
often useless in the face of an assortment
of small, irregularly shaped pieces of
fabric. She designed the ScrapMaster
for quick-cutting half-square triangles
in an assortment of useful sizes
from odd-shaped scraps. Judy‛s ruler is
simple and easy to use.
The ScrapMaster-Plus adds one new
triangle size to the original ruler: the
1/2” finished triangle that is cut with
the 1-3/8” markings.

For scraps with true bias edges:
Align the bias edge of the scrap with the
appropriate line of the ruler, then cut the
along two straight edges to remove the
excess fabric. (If you need the same size
triangle with straight grain on the long side,
align the straight grain edge with the
diagonal line on the ruler and cut along the
two bias edges.)
For scraps with no corners or true
bias edges:
Lay the corner triangle of the ruler over
the scrap, aligning the ruler with the grain
of the fabric and making sure the diagonal
line for the size you wish to cut does not
extend beyond the fabric. Cut along the
two straight edges to make a square corner.
Align the square corner with the
appropriate edge-triange lines on the ruler,
then cut the straight edge to remove the
excess fabric.
For larger scraps:
Lay the corner square of the ruler over
the scrap, aligning the ruler with grain
of the fabric and making sure the corner
square lines for the size you wish to cut does
not extend beyond the fabric. Cut along the
two straight edges to make a square corner
Rotate the cut piece of fabric, align the
corner you just cut with the proper cornersquare lines, and cut along the two straight
edges to make a square. Cut the square in half
on the diagonal to make two triangles.
Long markings on the ruler are made for cutting strips of the proper width from larger
rectangular scraps. Strips are then cut into squares, and the squares cut into triangles.

